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An experimental software tool for simulating the behavior of distributed algorithms is proposed. The primary motivation for developing the tool is to study distributed database algorithms. Also, a classification of techniques presently used for distributed database problems of concurrency control and recovery is presented. This classification will be used to reduce the experimentation necessary to compare the performance of alternative algorithms.
The study and development of distributed algorithms in general and distributed database algorithms in particular is behavior of distributed systems. Both intuition and present-day analytical tools are inadequate to characterize their behavior. Another barrier to understanding such algorithms is the complexity of their interaction, due to the potential lack of synchronization between nodes of a distributed system. Finally, it is not yet clear what "good" behaviors are reasonable to expect from a distributed system. As a result, a multitude of algorithms may exist for solving a single problem, but without more experience and analysis, their behavior cannot be well understood or compared.

This report describes an approach to providing the experience necessary for understanding the behavior of these algorithms.
ABSTRACT

An experimental software tool for simulating the behavior of distributed algorithms is proposed. The primary motivation for developing the tool is to study distributed database algorithms. Also, a classification of techniques presently used for distributed database problems of concurrency control and recovery is presented. This classification will be used to reduce the experimentation necessary to compare the performance of alternative algorithms.

The study and development of distributed algorithms in general and distributed database algorithms in particular is behavior of distributed systems. Both intuition and present-day analytical tools are inadequate to characterize their behavior. Another barrier to understanding such algorithms is the complexity of their interaction, due to the potential lack of synchronization between nodes of a distributed system. Finally, it is not yet clear what "good" behaviors are reasonable to expect from a distributed system. As a result, a multitude of algorithms may exist for solving a single problem, but without more experience and analysis, their behavior cannot be well understood or compared.

This report describes an approach to providing the experience necessary for understanding the behavior of these algorithms.
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1.1 The Problem

The basic problem to be addressed by this research project is the development of a methodology for analyzing and comparing distributed database system design alternatives. This problem is both general and specific. In general, we may ask whether there are rules or guidelines for choosing one database design alternative over another. For specific databases, we may ask which design alternative works best according to the requirements of the database. The approach taken addresses both questions, in that studies will be done to determine the general guidelines, but the tool developed for those studies will also be usable in designing specific databases. The design alternatives to be addressed by the studies in this project are the choice of the following algorithms: concurrency control, reliability, and query processing. These algorithms have been chosen because of their central importance to database processing and also because a number of alternative algorithms have already been developed for each problem.

The difficulties of studying any distributed database algorithms are numerous. First, only a few of the proposed alternatives have been implemented at any single site. Thus there is little experience with their performance in general. As a result intuition about their behavior is unreliable. This makes it very difficult even to develop reasonable hypotheses about their behavior. Second, the behavior of a distributed system is much more complex than the behavior of a centralized system. It is necessary to consider not only the behavior of a single system in isolation, but also its interactions with the other nodes of the system. For this reason, it can be exceptionally difficult to prove anything about a distributed algorithm, even that it works correctly. Third, the alternatives designed to solve a given problem make different assumptions about the system on which they are run. They may assume different topologies, different protocols, and different process structures. Even correctness criteria may vary. Finally, few analytical tools for studying distributed systems have been developed so far.
1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this project are:

- development of a software tool for analyzing and studying the design alternatives;
- application of the tool to distributed database design alternatives;
- development of new solutions to distributed database problems using the results of the above study; and
- development of experimental and analytical techniques for studying distributed algorithms in general.

The first objective of this project is the development of an experimental tool for the study of distributed systems, especially distributed database systems. The central experimental tool will be a combination testbed and simulation system. It will allow an algorithm to be coded in as a module of the system. The algorithm can then be tested in this environment. Subsequently, the behavior of the algorithm can be studied with the aid of the simulation facilities provided by the system.

The second objective is to apply the tool to a study of distributed databases. The goal of applying this experimental tool will be to determine how the structure of an system relates to its expected behavior. The assumption is that reasonable structural properties will correspond to good (or bad) behavior in a predictable way. For example, using the classification of concurrency control mechanisms into locking algorithms and timestamping algorithms, we may ask which is more efficient, more robust, or more fair. This should not be taken to imply that only this classifications will be used. In fact, one part of this objective is to determine which classifications provide the most information about behavior.

The third objective is to use the results of the above studies to develop new solutions to distributed database problems, where it is clear from the previous work that existing solutions could be improved on.

The final objective is to develop experimental and analytical techniques for studying distributed algorithms. New techniques to be developed obviously can't be predicted, but the tool itself provides one experimental technique for studying distributed algorithms. Also, experience with the tool should suggest refinements. In addition, the usefulness of various
classifications of distributed database algorithms (e.g., BER80, BAD81, HSI81) will be tested. This testing will suggest connections between the classification of an algorithm and its performance that may be used in analysis.

1.3 The Approach

The approach will include the following steps:

- development of a general model of distributed database processing;
- development of the testbed/simulation model;
- validation of the correctness of the system with each design alternative to be tested;
- implementation of the design alternatives for concurrency control and reliability mechanisms as modules of the system;
- simulation experiments to collect empirical data about the behavior of the system with various design alternatives;
- development of hypotheses, on the basis of the experimental data, concerning the behavior of the distributed system with various types of designs; and
- development of analytical proofs of these hypotheses if possible.

The model of distributed database processing will be based on that of Bernstein and Goodman [BER80]. It will be more general in that reliability of the communication system will not be assumed; transaction managers and data managers will be allowed to communicate with either transaction managers or data managers; and in fact a transaction may be passed around to multiple transaction managers for processing, as described in [ROS78].

A central decision to be made in the development of the testbed/simulation model is the choice between a distributed simulation and a centralized simulation. The advantages of distributed simulation are that the testing feature will be more convincing if the simulation system is itself distributed and that it will be more efficient if the communication system is sufficiently fast. The disadvantages are increased hardware cost and overhead the problems of dealing with time; and the need to develop the software for it. Most of the software for a centralized simulation has been written and tested on an existing "ticket-sales" database.

While the number of potential algorithms to be implemented seems prohibitively large, two factors reduce the problem to manageable size:
first, the essential parts of the algorithms are relatively small programs, and second, not all algorithms need to be implemented, just those representative of important classes of algorithms. The plan of attack, in the area of concurrency control, is to build on the work of Bernstein and Goodman [BER80]; Badal [BAD81]; and Haiao and Oasu [HSI81]. Each of these papers contains a classification of concurrency control algorithms by their structural properties (e.g., voting or locking; centralized or decentralized). Such classifications will be used as a starting point for analyzing the behavior of the algorithms.

For the experimental results to be of any use, the algorithms must first be verified. Several techniques can be applied: traditional proof techniques, mutation analysis [ACR79], and traditional testing. Also, the data supplied to the system describing the data processing requirements must be realistic. Some possible sources of data for systems which are either partially distributed or reasonable candidates for distribution are banks (e.g., automated teller systems), airlines (ticketing systems); and the military (e.g., personnel and inventory systems).

Some of the measures of system performance to be used in analyzing the results are:

- Average user waiting time;
- Throughput;
- Average queue length at each node; and
- Utilization.

Other measures that need to be considered, to determine whether they are reasonable to look at in a distributed system, are fairness, avoidance of starvation, blocking, degree of concurrency, and so forth.

1.4 \textbf{Significance}

The work done on this project will contribute in a number of ways to the understanding of distributed database systems and to the methodology for designing them. First, the testbed and simulation tool will be usable not only for the duration of this project but will be available for additional work on distributed database systems. Furthermore, it should be sufficiently general to be used for other distributed system projects at Georgia Tech. Second, the tool will be applicable to the design of specific distributed database systems. The use of the tool to test the
behaviors of various distributed database algorithms will serve as a thorough test of its correctness and performance. Third, the study of design alternatives for distributed database systems, using the tool, will provide better understanding of the range of alternatives which are reasonable for any particular case, and thus reduce the design problem. Fourth, improved understanding of the behavior of different algorithms for concurrency control, query processing, and reliability may suggest better algorithms. Finally, extensive empirical studies of a distributed database system will provide experience on which to base principles of behavior that any reasonable distributed database system ought to obey.
2.1 General Remarks

The two problems to be studied are concurrency control and reliability. Solutions to these problems will be interdependent, since reliability mechanisms are required to guarantee that concurrent transactions appear atomic to system users in spite of site failures. There are also interactions between the choice of a concurrency control algorithm and the techniques used to provide a reliable system. For example, some concurrency control algorithms are designed to continue functioning correctly in spite of site failures. Others require system reconfiguration when a site fails.

2.2 Concurrency Control

Concurrency control in a database (distributed or not) is a means of guaranteeing correct behavior while allowing maximal concurrency. As an example of the problems that can arise if uncontrolled concurrency is allowed, consider a bank automated teller system. Suppose that a customer's balance is stored redundantly at each of several locations. Then, with uncontrolled concurrency, a customer could arrange to have withdrawals of the entire balance initiated simultaneously at two remote sites; but the balance after these transactions would reflect only one of the withdrawals. This would be nice for the customer, but disastrous for the bank.

The solution to this type of problem is to use a concurrency control algorithm, which prevents this type of behavior. The standard criterion of correctness in a database was developed by Eswaran, Gray, Lorie, and Traiger in [ESW76]. Their model of a database includes entities, each of which has a name and a value, and integrity constraints, which may be expressed as predicates and restrict the set of values that may be taken on by the entities in the database. For example, in the bank database, we would require that an entity representing a balance be nonnegative and that any two entities representing the same balance (perhaps at different sites of a distributed database) be equal in value. A database state which satisfies all of the integrity constraints is a consistent database state.
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The unit of activity on a database is the **transaction**. A transaction consists of a set of basic database actions, usually reads and writes. A consistent transaction changes a consistent database state to another consistent database state. The database state need not be consistent while a transaction is in progress, but it must be consistent when it terminates.

A **schedule** for a set of transactions is an ordered list of the database actions specified by the transactions, preserving the order within individual transactions. If all database transactions are consistent when run alone, then clearly any **serial** schedule of transactions (i.e., a schedule in which each transaction terminates before the next begins) will be consistent. Thus in [ESW76] a database is defined to be **serializable** if it can be transformed to a serial schedule by successively interchanging database actions that cannot affect each other, and it is shown that any serializable schedule is consistent. Subsequently, Stearns, Rosenkrantz, and Lewis [ROS80] have shown that serializability is not only a sufficient but a necessary condition for consistency, if we assume "full functionality" (i.e., no restrictions placed on the interpretation of the operations in a transaction) and all entities are read before they are written.

Concurrency control algorithms are thus used to enforce serializability of schedules of transactions. Actually, one class of algorithms (the timestamp algorithms) may produce schedules which are not strictly serializable but whose effects are exactly the same as some serializable schedule. Serializability of the schedules allowed is thus the standard criterion of correctness of a concurrency control algorithm.

Several authors [LYN81, RIE81, GAR81] have proposed various generalizations of serializability as an alternative criterion for correctness of concurrency control algorithms. Lynch's generalization provides for the user (or application system) to specify a set of interleavings of actions which are correct. The set may include nonserializable as well as serializable interleavings. Garcia-Molina proposes two levels of locking, local and global. Local locking is used to guarantee that a sequence of actions is atomic at a single site. Global locking is used in the usual way for detection of concurrency conflicts. The advantage of his method is that knowledge of the database semantics may be used to allow a non-local transaction to release local locks as soon as its local activity is com-
plete. For example, a transfer of money from one bank branch to another may be considered completed as it has been determined that there is enough money in the source branch to perform the transfer. Ries and Smith discuss "nested transactions", in which one transaction system uses transactions provided by a second transaction system. The nested transactions may be serialized with each other in any order, not necessarily in the same order as the calling transactions. For example, if two database transactions request the file system to allocate space, it is not necessary to serialize the space allocations in the same order as the database transactions.

2.2.1 Concurrency Control Algorithms

Bernstein and Goodman categorize concurrency control algorithms as either two-phase locking algorithms or as timestamping algorithms [BER80]. Two-phase locking algorithms ensure consistency by prohibiting a transaction from requesting more locks if it has released any locks. Each transaction has a "growing" phase during which it requests locks and a "shrinking" phase during which it releases the locks it has set. Between these two phases is a "lockpoint"; the execution behaves as if all entities were updated at the lockpoint. Locking schemes are prone to deadlocks and require a policy for avoiding or breaking them.

Timestamp ordering algorithms depend on assigning a unique time to each transaction as it arrives, and guaranteeing that the effect of running a group of transactions is the same as if they had been run serially in arrival order. A transaction must not perform updates on the basis of data which is out-of-date. That is, it must not overwrite an update created by a later transaction. Also, it must not read data written by a later transaction.

Centralized concurrency control algorithms are all locking schemes, in which locks are controlled centrally and must be requested from a designated site. One variant of this is Stonebraker's "primary copy" scheme for INGRES [STO79], in which the site may vary from one data entity to another. A decentralized algorithm which utilizes locking is called "basic 2PL" by Bernstein and Goodman [BER80]. In this technique, the lock on an entity is granted by the site at which it is stored. They also describe a technique called "voting 2PL", which requires only that a transaction obtain a majority of the locks for each data item it requires. Since only one transaction at a time can have a majority, this is
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sufficient to prevent consistency violations.

Timestamping approaches to concurrency control including voting schemes, a multi-version database algorithms, and the SDD-1 protocols. The best-known voting scheme is probably Thomas' majority voting algorithm [THO79] (also called the distributed voting algorithm by Garcia-Molina [GAR78]), in which a majority of the sites must approve any transaction. This idea has been generalized by Gifford [GIF79] to allow assignment of any number of votes to each site, and require only that a majority of votes be collected by a transaction. This reduces to a centralized algorithm if one site has all the votes. As Thomas noted in [THO79], any rule will work which requires that two conflicting transactions both get permission to proceed from some single site.

Reed's multi-version algorithm [REE78] requires that multiple versions of each entity be maintained in the database, with each version including the range of times for which the value is known to have applied. Each action on the database has a time associated with it. If it is a read and the entity has a value for some range of times including the read, then the value is returned; if no such value exists, the range of times for some value is increased to include the time of the read. If the action is a write, it must not change a value which already holds for the time of the write; if it tries to, the transaction is aborted.

The SDD-1 protocols [BER77] also utilize timestamps to guarantee different levels of synchronization of transactions. The idea is that many groups of transactions will require only limited synchronization with respect to each other. To take advantage of this fact, the transactions must be analyzed beforehand to determine the types of synchronization required. Of course, this requires that the transactions to be used are known beforehand. Four types of synchronization are identified. P1 synchronization is purely local; no global synchronization is attempted. P2 synchronization can be used to guarantee that reads are consistent, although they may be out-of-date. The largest local entity timestamp at the site initiating the transaction is used as the time of the read. P3 synchronization guarantees that reads are up-to-date as of the current time of the transaction; this is used for potentially conflicting updates. P4 synchronization is used for unanticipated transactions and for P2 or P3 transactions requiring so many entities they might be subject to star-
The classification into locking and timestamping algorithms refers to the method used to prevent consistency violations. The locking algorithms require that a transaction must reach a lockpoint, when it has exclusive control of all data-items, before it may complete. The timestamping algorithms require that actions on data-items be performed in timestamp order of the transactions requesting the actions. But it is also necessary to decide what to do with transactions that never reach their lockpoints (due to deadlocks) and with transactions that discover a timestamp conflict with other active transactions.

2.2.2 Deadlock Management

Deadlocks may be handled either by deadlock detection or deadlock prevention. Deadlock detection requires maintaining a graph of active transactions. The nodes of the graph represent transactions and the arcs represent the "waits-for" relation. Deadlock prevention requires guaranteeing that no deadlocks ever occur.

Centralized deadlock detection could be used with a centralized locking algorithm. However, it would be extremely expensive with a decentralized algorithm. Two methods for decentralized deadlock detection are described in [MEN78]. One method imposes a hierarchy on the network and detects deadlocks at the lowest possible node of the tree. This method was designed to reduce the communications cost incurred with centralized deadlock detection. The second method requires recursively sending notification of new "blocking transactions" to the originating site of each transaction thus blocked. This method was designed to continue functioning in a system prone to failures.

If a deadlock prevention method is to be used, one way of guaranteeing that no deadlocks occur is to guarantee that locks are assigned in the same order to all transactions for all entities referenced at all sites. This can be done by assigning sequence numbers to transactions and granting lock requests to the lowest pending sequence number. This technique is used in Garcia-Molina's "hole list" (MCLA-h) scheme [GAR78, GAR79]. In this scheme, instead of requiring each action on a database entity to wait at the central site for a lock, a sequence number is assigned to the transaction, and the action proceeds immediately to the distributed sites. The "hole list" refers to a list of sequence numbers of...
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transactions the sites need not wait for. Another technique using sequence numbers is Lelann's token-passing scheme [LEL78], in which the site with the "right" to grant sequence numbers is the site having possession of a token, which is passed around a ring. Two other locking algorithms using sequence numbers are the centralized WAIT-DIE and WOUND-WAIT algorithms of Rosenkrantz, Stearns, and Lewis [ROS78].

2.2.3 Conflict Resolution

Finally, with either locking or timestamping algorithms, it is necessary to decide how to resolve conflicts (i.e., deadlocks, potential deadlocks, and timestamp conflicts). This can be done by using a sequence numbering scheme such as the "valid numbering schemes" described in [ROS78] or by voting, as in [TH678] and [GIF79]. Timestamps qualify as a valid numbering scheme. Algorithms which avoid conflicts by assigning a number or timestamp to each transaction and then forcing each transaction to wait until all previous transactions have executed will be classified as resolving conflict using a numbering scheme.

2.3 Reliability in a Distributed Database

The goals of a reliability mechanism in a distributed database system are to guarantee that:

- the active sites can continue to function in the presence of failure; and
- a failed site can be restored to the system when the cause of the failure is corrected.

The first goal, to permit the system to continue to function in the presence of failure, requires (1) detection of the failure; (3) possible reconfiguration of the system after the failure is detected; and (2) preserving the atomicity of transactions that may be active both before and after the failure. The second goal, restoring the failed site after the cause of the failure is corrected, requires (1) sufficient information to determine what the current state of the site should be; (2) a protocol for reintroducing it into the system; and (3) possible reconfiguration of the system after the failed site has recovered.

In this project, it will be assumed that failures are detected by some means (e.g., as in the "local status layer" of RELNET [HAM81]). The
remaining problems are reconfiguration; atomicity; information requirements; and the post-failure protocol.

2.3.1 Reconfiguration

Reconfiguration may not be required if the site algorithms are written so that the system continues to function in the same way in spite of failures. In many cases, however, there are "special-purpose" sites (primary sites, in [ALS76] and INGRES [ST077,ST079]; spoolers and commit backup processes, in SDD-1 [HAM81]) whose functions must be reassigned to other sites when the special-purpose site fails. The reassignment may be fixed before the site failure, as in [ALS76] and [HAM81]; it may be determined after the site failure (e.g., by a vote of the live sites [GAR81]). Reconfiguration following a site recovery would then involve reassigning a special function to the recovered site or possibly assigning it as a backup for such a function.

2.3.2 Atomicity

A transaction is defined as a set of primitive database operations. It is required to be an atomic unit of action, that is, either all operations of the transaction are performed or none are. In a distributed system, this means that if any site decides to "commit" itself to the transaction, then all sites must. Also, if any site decides not to perform the transaction, then the remaining sites must agree.

Site failure raises the possibility that the failed site may never know what decision the other sites came to. Conversely, the other sites involved may not know what the failed site decided to do. But the atomicity requirement means that all sites must agree on the decision, in spite of failures.

The standard solution to this problem is the "two-phase commit" protocol [GRA78]. In the first phase, changes to the database are made in a reversible way. In the second phase (the "commit" phase), when it is known that all sites making changes are agreed to make them, then changes are made permanent. If any site decides not to make the changes, then the transaction is aborted. The basic choices are how to make the changes reversible and how to decide to make the changes permanent.

Changes may be made reversible in two ways: by writing an UNDO log entry before making the changes or by changing copies only until the
decision to make the changes permanent has be made. The logging technique is discussed in [GRA78]. Updating of copies only is used in DELTA [L.81]. Reed's multiversion system [REE78] may also be viewed as updating only copies until the commit is made.

The decision to make the changes permanent may be made by a vote of all involved sites [GRA78, LEL81] or by reaching the "normal" or "abnormal" end of a transaction [REE78, RST78]. Which technique is used is related to the underlying model of transaction execution. If a transaction is executed by a "transaction manager" (SDD-1) or a "producer" (DELTA), which sends a sequence of read, write, and commit commands to the other sites, then there is a natural choice of site to initiate and count the vote. If, however, the transaction is viewed as a process which migrates from site to site, then it is more natural to let the site at which the transaction terminates (either normally or abnormally) make the decision to commit or abort it, depending on the type of termination.

A problem with the two-phase commit protocol is that the final decision to commit or abort a transaction may be delayed until after a failed site has been recovered. For example, if the failed site is the "transaction manager" in SDD-1 or the "producer" in DELTA, then the count of the vote would be delayed. The system can correctly wait for the site to recover, but the delay may be intolerable.

The alternatives are to abort the transaction immediately when a component fails; to tolerate the delay; or to introduce a new protocol for committing transactions. The third approach is taken in [SKE81], in which sites seek a consensus on committing or aborting; and in SDD-1 [BER80], in which only a transaction may be aborted only on a read, so that once all update messages have been passed to the guaranteed delivery layer of the message system, the transaction may be committed in spite of site failures.

2.3.3 Information Requirements

A useful classification of the information used in restoring a failed site to the system is given in [GAR81]. He identifies three possibilities: no information is used, a log is used, or "persistent messages" are used. If no information is used, then the current state of the failed site must be determined from the states of the active sites in the system. Thus there must be enough redundancy in the system to allow determination of the state of one site from some subset of the other sites. If a log is used,
as in [GRA78], the failed site recovers by performing all of the missed actions. If "persistent messages" are used, then the communications system must remember all the missed actions and guarantee that the failed site receives them [HAM81].

2.3.4 Recovery Protocol

When a failed site recovers, it is first brought up-to-date, as discussed in the preceding paragraph. Subsequently, it rejoins the system, possibly with reconfiguration of the system. For example, in [ALS76], the site must first request to rejoin the system. This request must be transmitted, either directly or through or sites, to the primary site, which informs all sites to add the "new" site to their tables. In [LEL81], when a node wants to rejoin the system, it must get a checkpoint and all subsequent actions to bring it up-to-date. Then it may rejoin.

2.4 Performance Studies

To date, there has been little published work on the performance of concurrency control algorithms. Three major exceptions are the work of Garcia-Molina [GAR78, GAR79], Gelenbe and Sevcik [GEL78], and Bernstein and Goodman [BER80]. Garcia-Molina’s work has focused primarily on simulating certain algorithms. Gelenbe and Sevcik have suggested a queuing network approach to determining two measures of internal database performance (as opposed to external measures such as response time and throughput). Bernstein and Goodman have also analyzed many concurrency control algorithms, comparing them according to several internal measures. The underlying thesis of the proposed work is that the above-mentioned work can be significantly extended by combining the approaches. The simulation experiments can suggest theorems to prove and provide examples of system behavior to explain by analytic methods. When analytic methods fail, simulation can be used to clarify the behavior of the algorithms. This technique was used with success in the work on "ticket system" discussed in section IV.

Garcia-Molina has done extensive simulation of 3 algorithms (and some variants): centralized locking, distributed voting, and Ellis' ring algorithm. Other, significantly different algorithms not covered in his work include Reed's multiversion algorithm, the WAIT-DIE and WOUND-WAIT algorithms, and the SDP-1 algorithms. His simulations were based on a
model that allowed only updates on a fully redundant distributed database system. His results show that the centralized version has lower response time for all but very heavy loads; lower I/O utilization, probably because of the redundant I/O required in a fully redundant system; and slightly fewer messages per update. The crucial parameter in determining the difference seemed to be I/O utilization, suggesting that less redundancy in the database might produce more favorable results for decentralized algorithms. An important factor of the response time in either case is the load, as reflected in the transaction interarrival time. The simulation model used in the work proposed here would have to include significantly more detail than Garcia-Molina's, in order to determine why a concurrency control algorithm caused observed behavior patterns. For the same reason, some additional performance measures would be of interest, such as congestion at a node, blocking, restarts, etc.

Gelenbe and Sevcik have developed a queuing analysis technique for evaluating distributed database systems. Their measures of database performance are the coherence (i.e., the degree of agreement of the sites on the value of an entity) and the promptness (i.e., the average time required to update an entity at a site). Their techniques are illustrated in [GEL78] on two rather special-purpose database systems but would also apply to more general databases. The analytical technique can be used to help validate the simulation results. The measures defined by Gelenbe and Sevcik apply to the internal database behavior rather than to a database user's external view of its performance. The intention of the proposed work is to relate the performance of the database, as seen by a user, to its internal behavior, and to relate the internal behavior to the operation of the concurrency control algorithm in the particular distributed database system. This will relate the design of the distributed database to the output of the database and not just to its internal appearance.

Bernstein and Goodman have discussed the performance of a huge variety of concurrency control algorithms in [BER80]. They use four measures which they regard to be important in the total cost of concurrency control and which can be determined analytically from the algorithms themselves. These measures are: communication overhead (represented by number of messages), local processing overhead, blocking, and restarts. The relationship of these measures to response time and throughput depends on
assumptions about how a distributed system behaves.

At present, such assumptions must necessarily be generalizations of experience with single-computer systems, since there has been so little experience with distributed systems. Unfortunately, it is hard to reason about systems with which we have had little experience. As a result, many seemingly obvious assumptions and hypotheses about distributed systems may prove wrong. The work to be described in section IV mentions two examples of this problem. The simulation experiments that I am proposing provide one way to gain experience with distributed database systems.

2.5 Simulation Techniques

The simulation of a distributed database system can be done using conventional simulation techniques. Such an approach was taken for the "ticket system" work discussed below. However, primarily for reasons of performance, the use of distributed simulation may be preferable. A number of papers have appeared recently on this topic [BRY79, CHA79, PEA79]. The primary problem with using a distributed system for simulation is the management of simulation time when no shared variable "clock" is available. Chandy [CHA79] has proposed a "time-exchange" system which requires each process to maintain a time on each of its output lines, and to take the next event from the input line with the lowest time. Peacock, Wong, and Manning [PEA79] have extended the method of Chandy and devised other methods as well, including a "scaled real-time" method in which simulation time is simply scaled real time. In the terminology of Peacock, Wong, and Manning, the simulation methods most likely to be of use in this project are the "loose event-driven" methods (because they should provide the best performance) and the "scaled real-time" method (to assist in developing intuition).
3.1 Introduction

The objectives of this project are (1) to develop an experimental software tool for testing and simulating distributed systems; (2) to apply the tool to distributed database systems; (3) to develop new solutions to distributed database problems using the results of the experiments; and (4) to develop both experimental and analytical techniques for studying distributed algorithms in general.

The first two objectives require development of a model of distributed database systems. This model will of necessity include a submodel of a distributed system. The first objective -- that the tool be applicable to distributed systems in general -- requires that the submodel be separable from the model and that it be sufficiently general to allow study of a wide range of distributed system problems. Problems likely to be addressed at Georgia Tech (in addition to database problems) are distributed compilation and distributed resource allocation.

3.2 The Distributed Database Model

There are four parts to the distributed database model: the communication system submodel, the distributed system submodel, the data system submodel, and the user interface submodel.

3.2.1 The Communication System Submodel

In the communication system submodel, it will be assumed that point-to-point communication can be described by the following parameters:

- the delay time distribution function;
- the mean delay time;
- the variance in delay time (if applicable); and
- the probability that a message is lost.

These parameters may change dynamically, to simulate line failures while the system is running. The communication system submodel simulates the data link and physical layers of the ISO reference model of open systems interconnection [ISO81].
3.2.2 The Distributed System Submodel

The distributed system submodel will contain any required routing and error recovery techniques. It simulates the transport and network layers of the ISO reference model. For many topologies to be tested (e.g., star, tree, and loop), the routing algorithms should be trivial. Several standard ones can be supplied as part of the software tool. The distributed system submodel will also contain the characteristics of the system nodes. These will include the following parameters:

- the node step time;
- the access time to secondary memory;
- the node memory size; and
- the secondary memory size.

3.2.3 The Data System Submodel

The data system submodel will contain "data managers" and the user interface submodel will contain "transaction managers", as in the Bernstein and Goodman model of distributed database systems [BER80]. Operations performed by the data system submodel are:

- read a data granule (item, record, page, etc.);
- write a data granule;
- lock a data granule;
- unlock a data granule;
- read a timestamp for a data granule;
- set a timestamp for a data granule;
- commit a data granule.

The definition of data granule is similar to the definition of Ries and Stonebraker [RIE77]. It specifies the smallest unit of data that can be locked and unlocked (for concurrency control), read and written (for query processing), or written to secure storage (for reliability). To permit study of algorithms in which the transaction managers do not know where data may be stored -- only the data managers know where it is -- the data managers will be allowed to communicate with each other. To permit study of algorithms assuming that transactions may be passed from site to site, the transaction managers will also be allowed to communicate.
3.2.4 The User Interface Submodel

The user interface submodel will process the transactions. Transactions are identified by special delimiting statements at the beginning and end. The statements inside a transaction may be any sequence of data manager operations.

```
Node A                  Node B
User <--------->User    User <--------->User
  Interface          Interface
         ^           ^
           |           |
           V           V
Database <----->Data    Data <----->Database
  Subsystem        Subsystem
         ^           ^
           |           |
           V           V
  Distributed      Distributed
  Subsystem        Subsystem
         ^           ^
           |           |
           V           V
Communication<----->Communication
  Subsystem        Subsystem
```

Figure 1. A Schematic of the Distributed Database System Model

3.3 System Architecture and Specifications

The proposed experimental tool will contain a module corresponding to each of the submodels discussed in the preceding section. Parameters may be specified independently for each module and algorithms may be plugged into the appropriate module.

3.3.1 Output Analysis

In addition, the results of the simulation must be tabulated. To accomplish this purpose, each system action (i.e., message or access to a database) will be logged. The log will be used to compute the following basic measures:

- expected response time;
- throughput;
- utilization; and
- queue length at each node.

Expected response time, throughput, and queue lengths can be computed on
the basis of the user interface module output. Utilization must be computed from information recorded by the communication system, distributed system, and data system modules.

Secondary measures whose relationship to the primary measures will be of interest are:

- number of messages;
- number of bits sent;
- number of errors in transmission;
- number of nodes (dispersion) required by a transaction or query;
- number of nodes actually used in responding to a transaction or query;
- local processing overhead; and
- I/O time.
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